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Abstract
Agents in a cellular grid have the task to move from their start positions to their individual target positions
as fast as possible. Four models using agents are proposed that can be applied to the problem. These
models are conform to the CA paradigm. The agents have either a moving direction (directed agent) or
not (undirected agent). The agents behave either in a deterministic way according to a control automaton
inside of each agent or they behave randomly. In order to ﬁnd the best behaving agents, control automata
(“algorithms”) were evolved using a genetic island model. Near optimal algorithms were evolved separately
for k = 1 to k = 256 agents in a 32×32 environment using 20 random initial conﬁgurations for each k. Then
these algorithms were ranked using another set of 100 initial conﬁgurations for each k. It turned out that
the agents behave better with respect to speed and reliability in this order: (1) controlled directed agents,
(2) random directed agents, (3) random undirected agents, and (4) controlled undirected agents. Although
the controlled directed agents (optimized for each k) can solve all the given 100 initial conﬁgurations in the
ranking set, it can not be assured that no deadlocks may occur for other initial conﬁgurations.
Keywords: CA agent modeling, multi-agent target search, evolving behavior of agents, intelligent agents
1 Introduction
In general our research is directed to model applications with agents within the CA
model, and to ﬁnd automatically the optimal behavior of the agents in order to
solve a given task.
Let us consider a cellular grid with k agents. Each agent i has the task to move
from its initial position (ui, vi) to its target position (ri, si) stored in the agent as
relative coordinates (Δx = ri−ui, Δy = si− vi). The whole task is to reach all the
targets as fast as possible. When an agent reaches a target, it is deleted. At most
one agent can be located on one site. Each agent has its own target and the targets
are disjoint. Thus each agent tries separately to move to its own target. When the
agents are moving to their targets they will constrain each other by cells that are
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selected in common (conﬂicting cells). Note that agents may run into deadlocks
which implies that some agents can not reach their targets.
The goals of this investigation are twofold:
(1) Find a CA modeling of the problem that is promising, meaning that in general
the goal (2) can be achieved well.
(2) Find an optimal CA rule that (a) the problem is solved for a maximum percentage
of all combinations of the possible initial and target positions and (b) with a
minimum number of generations (maximal speed).
In order to pursue the goal (1), four models were designed (see section 2 for
details):
(i) (Model M1) An agent can move to any of the four orthogonal directions. The
actual chosen direction during the current generation is determined by a control
automaton inside the agent. This type of agent is denoted as “undirected
agent”.
(ii) (Model M2) An agent has no direction but chooses randomly one direction
that leads directly to the target, i. e., that assures to come closer to the target.
(iii) (Model M3) An agent has a certain moving direction. The next direction (out
of four) is determined by a control automaton inside the agent. This type of
agent is denoted as “directed agent”.
(iv) (Model M4) An agent has a certain moving direction. The next direction (out
of two, shortest towards the target) is determined randomly.
In order to meet the goal (2), optimal CA rules were evolved using a genetic
algorithm. A CA rule (single cell CA automaton) is composed of a ﬁxed part and
a conﬁgurable part. The conﬁgurable part is a control automaton that reacts on
inputs and that determines the actions. Note that all the models are completely
conform to the CA paradigm using a Manhattan neighborhood distance of two or
three.
The task of the whole agent system can be seen as transporting individual mes-
sages to individual targets. Note that it is not assumed that the set of initial
positions I is disjoint from the set of target positions T . A special case is given
when the set of initial positions is equal to the set of target positions (I = T ).
Then the agents perform a permutation of their positions. - The proposed models
will also work when a group of agents have the same target (e. g., all agents shall
move to the same sink). But we will assume in this investigation that the targets
are disjoint in order to simplify the problem, i. e., to reduce the number of initial
conﬁguration settings.
A CA based path planning algorithm in multi-agent systems has been proposed
in [17], where many agents have to ﬁnd the same target. Our investigation is
related to this work, but a main diﬀerence in our task is, that each agent has its
own individual target. The target search in agent systems has been researched in
many variations: with moving targets [11,4], and in single-agent systems [10]. Here
we restrict our investigation to stationary targets, and multiple agents having only
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a local view.
In former works we investigated multi-agent systems in CA with diﬀerent
tasks, like the Creature’s Exploration Problem [6] or the All-to-All Communica-
tion task [1]. In these investigations we used diﬀerent methods of optimization like
genetic programming [8], genetic algorithms [2], sophisticated enumeration [5] and
time-shuﬄing techniques [1].
A transactional CA model for multi-agent systems was developed in [16]. In
general our work is also related to works like: Evolving optimal rules for CA [14,15],
ﬁnding out centroids with marching pixels [9], simulation of pedestrian behavior [12]
or traﬃc ﬂow [13].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the four models M1 to M4 in more detail. Section 3 describes the optimization
technique for the agents’ behavior. The quality of all four models is evaluated in
section 4 and in section 5 the paper ends with a conclusion.
2 The Four Models
The ﬁrst idea is to use a speciﬁc (“implicit”) CA rule to solve the problem which is
not customized to this application. Such a rule has to assure that the information is
transported correctly from the initial to the target positions, via an implicit network
formed by the cells themselves. This network can be formed implicitly by the cell
rule, or it can be organized using explicit information transfers. As it is very diﬃcult
to ﬁnd implicit rules we decided for explicit rules using “agents”. In this context
an agent (modeled within the CA paradigm) can carry information to its nearest
NESW neighbor. An information transfer is modeled by a pair of rules: The source
cell deletes the information, the neighboring cell copies the information. We did not
pursue other approaches conserving the number of “information particles” (lattice
gas modelling technique, or Margolus Neighborhood [18], or two-phase models in
general [7]) because our models should work with explicit transfers (agent based)
and without using two phases.
2.1 Model M1: Undirected agent
An undirected agent has no stored direction. It decides during the current gen-
eration in which direction out of four (NESW) it wants to go. The action
taken by the agent depends on the inputs (states of neighbors within Manhat-
tan distance of two) and the current control state of the control automaton in-
side the whole CA automaton. Apart from the state of the control automa-
ton, the cell state includes the relative target information (Δx, Δy) and the
celltype ∈ {AGENT,OBSTACLE,EMPTY } (Fig. 1).
The whole cell acts as a MOORE machine which is standard in CA. The control
unit is a MEALY machine and is a part of the whole MOORE machine.
An agent cannot move in a certain direction if (1) the neighbor cell in that
direction is of the celltype OBSTACLE (border) or AGENT, (2) or a conﬂict is
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Fig. 1. The structure of a cell in the undirected model M1. The control unit is embedded in the cell
structure. It comprises the control automaton with the control state (Fig. 2).
anticipated, which is true when another agent is located at Manhattan distance 2,
because the moving direction of another agent is not known in advance.
In the case that the agent can move: The decision is taken by the control
automaton residing inside the control unit (Fig. 2). The input for the control
automaton are the relations (>, =, <) of the distances Δx and Δy. We used an
input reduction table to assign discrete values to all the possible input combinations
(Fig. 3). The control automaton computes internally a certain priority list (1 out of
4!, e. g., NSEW). Then the list of free moving directions is checked. In this example:
if N is free then move to N; else if S is free then move to S; else if E is free then
move to E; else if W is free then move to W; else wait.
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Fig. 2. Undirected agent. According to Fig. 3 (Δx,Δy) are converted into 9 discrete values. The control
automaton computes an internal priority list. The priority list deﬁnes the actual moving direction (among
the directions which are free).
The control unit realizes together with the function f the cell rule, which can
be informally described as follows:
• If the celltype is EMPTY, calculate whether a conﬂict can be anticipated or not.
If there is no conﬂict, use the control state and the target information (Δx,Δy)
of the nearby agent A in the own control automaton (located in the own cell)
to determine the moving decision of the agent A. For that purpose the states
of all the neighbors of the agent A have to be read, thus a Manhattan distance
of 3 is necessary. If the moving decision of agent A is to move to the own cell,
change celltype to AGENT and update the target information by decrementing
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Fig. 3. The input reduction table deﬁnes how the relative position to the target is distinguished by 9 values.
In this actual case, the number of inputs is not reduced.
or incrementing Δx or Δy.
• If the celltype is AGENT, detect whether there are possible movements. If there
is at least one possible movement, change celltype to EMPTY.
• If the celltype is OBSTACLE, do nothing.
2.2 Model M2: Randomized undirected agent
In this model no control automaton is used. Instead the agent tries to move directly
on the shortest path to the target. The shortest path is any path that reduces the
distance to the target in each step in any of the two directions. Often there are
two alternate directions that can be used for the shortest path. If the agent has
a choice, the choice is decided randomly. If a conﬂict is anticipated in direction
of the shortest path, the agent randomly chooses one of the other directions, or it
is blocked when a conﬂict is anticipated in all four directions. Note that it is not
necessary for success that all agents follow the shortest path, nevertheless they will
follow it, if no conﬂicts occur.
2.3 Model M3: Directed agent
In this model the agent has a moving direction. If the agent can move it will move
in that direction, and it will either move straight ahead (Sm) without turning, or
will turn simultaneously to the right (Rm), to the left (Lm) or backwards (Bm).
If two agents meet each other and they are pointing to each other, then they are
interchanged (swap) and in addition their directions can be changed. In case of
a conﬂict (h = 2, 3, or 4 agents meet at a crossing and point to the crossing
cell) the crossing cell acts as an arbiter. There are 24 priority schemes (possible
permutations) to resolve the conﬂict for 4 agents. The agent with the highest
priority decided by the crossing wins and moves to the crossing point. E. g., if the
crossing priority scheme is NSEW and one agent from S and one agent from W
want to move to the crossing point, then the agent from S will win and move. The
other agent stays on its cell but still performs a turning action (S (no turn), R, L or
B (turn right/left/back)). The 24 possible priority schemes are equally distributed
over the cell space (one after the other repeatedly) in the initial conﬁguration.
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The structure of the cell is more complex in comparison to the structure of
model M1 (Fig. 4). It has the additional states direction and priority, but the
neighborhood can be reduced to the Manhattan distance of 2.
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Fig. 4. The structure of a cell in the directed model M3. The control unit is embedded in the cell structure.
It comprises the control automaton with the control state.
Like in the model M1 the decision of the agent is taken by the control automaton
inside the control unit (Fig. 5). The inputs for the control automaton consist of the
relations (>, =, <) of the distances Δx, Δy and the direction of the agent. In order
to keep the control automaton simple, the 36 possible combinations are reduced to
6 discrete values (Fig. 6). The control automaton computes internally the preferred
turning direction. Then the possibility of moving forward (including the swapping
option) is checked.
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Fig. 5. Directed agent. According to Fig. 6 (Δx,Δy) and the current direction of the agent are converted
into 6 discrete values. The control automaton computes the turning direction.
The cell rule, again realized by the function f and the control unit, can be
informally described as follows:
• If the celltype is EMPTY, calculate which of the four neighboring cells with
celltype AGENT pointing to the own cell has the highest priority. If such an
agent exists, copy the control state, direction and the target information and
use it in the own control automaton to determine (in the own cell) the turning
decision of the agent. Finally change the celltype to AGENT and update the
target information by decrementing or incrementing Δx or Δy.
• If the celltype is AGENT, detect whether the movement to the front cell is possible
(including the swapping option and taking into account the priority list of the
front cell). If it is possible, change celltype to EMPTY. Note that a neighborhood
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Fig. 6. The input reduction table deﬁnes how the relative position to the target is distinguished by 6 values.
In this case, 36 diﬀerent input combinations are reduced to 6 inputs for the control automaton.
with Manhattan distance of 2 is needed here.
• If the celltype is OBSTACLE, do nothing.
2.4 Model M4: Randomized directed agent
Each agent has a moving direction. No control automaton is used. Instead the
agent tries to move directly to the target by turning itself in the right direction.
Often there are two alternate next directions that can be used for the shortest path.
If the agent has a choice, the choice is decided randomly. If a conﬂict is anticipated
one agent is selected to move by the arbiter comprised in the crossing cell (as in
the model M3). If two agents are in direct contact and point to each other they are
swapped (as in the model M3).
3 Evolving control automata
A ﬁxed 2D grid of 32 × 32 cells with border was chosen in order to restrict the
parameter space. The task was investigated separately for the four models and
separately for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 agents.
For the models M1 and M3 near optimal control automata (also called ”algo-
rithms” in this context) were evolved using an island model genetic algorithm as
described in [2,3]. In each run, three islands were used with a population size of 100
automata (initially randomly generated) and an immigration rate of 2%. During the
evolution process, the new automata were constructed using a uniform crossover
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with two parent automata like in [2,3].
First Step. For each k, 20 random initial conﬁgurations were used as a Training
Set to evolve algorithms (MEALY FSMs, control automata). The initial positions
(and the directions for models M3 and M4) of the agents and the target positions
were placed randomly. For each k, 6 runs of the genetic algorithm were performed.
The number of control automata states was restricted to 6. The ﬁtness function is
a dominance relation:
1. Number of conﬁgurations in which the agents reach all targets within 10,000 time
steps
2. Number of not reached targets after 10,000 generations
3. Number of generations needed to reach all targets
The results of the 6 runs were merged and ranked to Top 100 lists.
Second Step. In order to ﬁnd out the algorithms that behave best on any ini-
tial conﬁguration (not only on the Training Set), another Ranking Set of initial
conﬁgurations was used. For each k, 100 conﬁgurations were randomly computed
(two diﬀerent sets for the directed and the undirected model). Then each Top 100
list was reordered according to their ﬁtness (averaged over the 100 conﬁgurations
of the Ranking Set). The result was a Top 10 (k) list for each k and model. In
order to evaluate the randomized models M2 and M4, the same 100 random initial
conﬁgurations as for the models M1 and M3 were simulated 10,000 times (in total
1,000,000 simulations) for each k.
4 Evaluation
For a given initial conﬁguration the minimum number of generations that can be
reached is the longest distance of all Manhattan distances between the initial and
target positions. Due to conﬂicts and congestion this limit is not always reachable
especially if the number of agents is growing over a certain limit. In addition
deadlocks may appear that can make the whole problem unsolvable. The deadlock
problem is interesting but cannot be discussed here further.
4.1 Undirected agents (M1)
We expected that the undirected agents will behave better than the directed ones.
But the opposite is true. The undirected agent (with the Top 1 algorithm) is com-
pletely successful (for all the 100 conﬁgurations in the Ranking Set) for k = 1, 2, 4, 8
agents (Table 1), but the algorithms for k > 8 are slow and/or not completely suc-
cessful (Table 1, see also Fig. 7).
4.2 Randomized undirected agents (M2)
This agent behaves better than the agent M1 for k = 4, 8, 16 (Fig. 7). For k =
32, 64, 128, 256 it is only partially successful (99.99%, 99.68%, 97.64%, 71.7%). In
both models M1 and M2 the number of time steps increases strongly for k > 16 or
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Table 1
Undirected Agents. The Top 2 evolved FSMs for a given k (shaded diagonal). These algorithms were also
used for a robustness check using a diﬀerent number of k (non diagonal elements). The bottom row dM
denotes the maximal initial Manhattan distance of all agents to their target, averaged over all 100
conﬁgurations of one set.
k > 64. This is due to the congestion which is more likely to appear when more
agents move on the 32× 32 grid.
Table 2
Directed Agents. The Top 2 evolved FSMs for a given k (shaded diagonal). These algorithms were also
used for a robustness check using a diﬀerent number of k (non diagonal elements). The bottom row dM
denotes the maximal initial Manhattan distance of all agents to their target, averaged over all 100
conﬁgurations of one set.
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4.3 Directed agents (M3)
The Top 1 algorithms are successful for k = 1 . . . 256 (Table 2, Fig. 7). The Top
10 algorithms’ performance is listed in Table 3 for k = 128, 256. Not all of the
Top 10 (k = 128) are completely successful. One reason might be that for k = 128
better algorithms might exist that could be evolved through a longer running genetic
algorithm.
Table 3
The Top 10 algorithms’ performance for the k = 128 and k = 256 evolved directed agents, evaluated for
100 initial conﬁgurations of the Ranking Set with k = 128, 256 agents. The Top 10 (k = 256) algorithms
are also good for k = 128, but the Top 10 (k = 128) algorithms are weak for k = 256 agents. The column
“Targets Missed” denotes the mean number of targets that could not be reached when an algorithm was
not successful.
4.4 Randomized directed agents (M4)
The randomized directed agent is completely successful for k = 1 . . . 16 and almost
as fast as the agent M3 (Fig. 7). For k = 32, 64, 128, 256 the success rate is decreas-
ing (99.99%, 99.96%, 98.4%, 71.6%). As for the undirected agents, the congestion
problem becomes more relevant with a higher number of agents leading to an in-
crease of time steps needed to ﬁnd all the targets. But because of the readable
direction and the swapping technique which both can avoid conﬂicts in spite of
spatial closeness, the directed agents have an advantage.
4.5 Robustness check
The Top 10 (k) algorithms were simulated on all the other initial conﬁgurations
which were deﬁned for another number k′ of agents in the Ranking Sets. This
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Fig. 7. Number of generations to solve the task for undirected agents (left graph) and for directed agents
(right graph). If a percentage is noted then only p% of the 100 initial conﬁgurations were solved, otherwise
all.
test was performed in order to check how robust an algorithm (that was evolved
speciﬁcally for k agents) is against changes of k. The results are given in Table 1
and Table 2. The values in the diagonal (shaded) are for the evolved algorithms for
a certain k. The other values in a line show the performance of that algorithm for
another k′ < k (left from diagonal) or k′ > k (right from diagonal). The general
observation is that algorithms which are evolved for a certain k can also be useful
for a lower k′ but not so for a higher k′.
Further tests have been performed with manually designed environments for the
model M3, in which k = 256 agents were placed with a random initial direction in
32 × 32 environments with border. The best evolved and ranked algorithms were
simulated on them. Fig. 8 shows a simulation sequence on such an environment.
The movement strategies are diﬀerent but successful in both cases. Since the agents’
targets were placed on the opposite site (both in x-direction and in y-direction) than
the agents starting position, it was expected that the agents will use the way through
the middle of the environment like in Fig. 8 (b). But it seems to be an even better
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step = 
…255
255…
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placement of the agents‘ targets
Fig. 8. Simulation Sequence of a manually generated environment. The best algorithm evolved for k = 256
(a) needs 228 steps, the third-best algorithm evolved for k = 256 (b) needs 301 steps.
strategy to walk clockwise around the center to avoid congestion (Fig. 8 (a)).
5 Conclusion
Four diﬀerent CA compliant models were proposed to model the multiple target
search problem with agents: (1) undirected agents, (2) random undirected agents,
(3) directed agents, (4) random directed agents. The moving and turning actions
of an undirected and directed agent are controlled by a MEALY control ﬁnite state
machine (also called control algorithm) that is a part of the whole cell automaton.
Control algorithms for a diﬀerent number of agents (k = 1 . . . 256) were evolved
using an island model genetic algorithm for a 32× 32 environment with border.
The most reliable (with respect to solve the problem for all initial conﬁgurations)
algorithms were found for the M3 model (directed agent). They are completely
successful for the 100 random initial conﬁgurations of the ranking set for up to 256
agents. The performance (speed, number of generation needed) is very good for
up to 128 agents and good for 256 agents. As we cannot test all possible initial
conﬁgurations, we cannot be sure that no deadlocks may occur. A formal proof
seems to be very diﬃcult, too, because of the overwhelming amount of possible
situations regarding the number of involved agents, their current state and position
relatively to each other. The algorithms for the M1 model (undirected agents)
are the weakest with respect to reliability and speed. A random undirected agent
behaves better than a controlled undirected agent. A random directed agent is
faster than a controlled directed agent, but not reliable for k = 128, 256.
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Future work
The deterministic models M1 and M3 can be improved using more inputs (conﬂicts,
obstacle, swap) and diﬀerent input reduction tables for the control automaton. The
number of control states can be increased, too. A time-shuﬄing technique (changing
the algorithm in time [1]) could be used (use dynamically another algorithm when
the number of agents is decreasing). The randomized models M2 and M4 could be
improved in order to escape from deadlocks. The problem can be generalized by
allowing obstacles, moving targets or explicit communication between the agents.
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